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Digital School Sport Solution
Who are Playwaze - Introduction
We are a specialist digital sports platform supplying sports organisations and activity providers with a single
sports platform, Playwaze, that makes it easier to deliver sport and physical activity online, via our app and via
custom branded sports solutions powered by Playwaze.

Our platform’s modules across web and mobile include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Activities and Bookings
Competitions and Entries
Workforce Development
Membership Management
Online Payments
Rewards
Finders – for competitions, clubs, activities, courses, volunteering opportunities and challenges
Challenges – new for Sept 2020

Playwaze is officially partnered with BUCS, the National Governing Body of UK Higher Education Sport, and with
London Sport, the capital’s Active Partnership. Since 2018, Playwaze have heavily co-invested in competition
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management capabilities with BUCS and London Sport (on behalf of
London Youth Games) with the intended benefit of this technology now
being available to all other National Governing Bodies and the wider
sector.
As well as being a leading member of the OpenActive movement
funded by Sport England, Playwaze is now the chosen
competitions technology for several National Governing Bodies,
Active Partnerships, leading universities, councils, charities, and
youth sports organisations. We also work with thousands of
highly engaged sports associations, grassroot clubs and active
communities.

For Organisers
Make it easy to
deliver sport and
physical activity

For Participants
Make it easy to find
and engage in sport
and physical activity

For Sports
Organisations
Innovative, engaging,
and sustainable
solutions

Virtual Challenges and Competitions
Playwaze has partnered with 12 Youth Sport Organisations including a combination of Active Partnerships,
Delivery Partners and School Sports Partnerships to create a digital solution for school sport and virtual
competitions. With the aim to engage young people, parents, and schools in challenges and leaderboards with
built in rewards.
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GDPR
Using Playwaze allows you to take online registrations while having data stored for you securely and in
accordance with GDPR, while making sure everyone is safe online with safeguarding principles built in over
several years in partnership with leading sport and physical activity sector partners.

Safeguarding
As mentioned above we take Safeguarding very seriously and the platform has specific settings to create joint
parent-child accounts, manage school registrations, the ability to have anonymised profiles, and advanced
permissions making Playwaze a safe digital space for your participants.

Playwaze Security
Playwaze is committed to the secure storage of all user data, whether that be personal information or data
important to your organisation. The Playwaze production platform runs on Amazon Web Services (AWS) and
Microsoft Azure. Both AWS and Microsoft Azure maintain the highest standards of security compliance and
certification. Submissions of personally identifiable information are transmitted over secure "https" connections
only, preventing the interception of data between the user and the Playwaze platform.
Having been Cyber Essentials certified since 2018 Playwaze has also recently conducted an extensive internal
security review in preparation for elevating its certification to Cyber Essentials Plus. This is a CREST assured,
industry supported certification and provides our clients with high levels of assurance in respect of the way
Playwaze manages its internal security. Our Information Security Policy documentation is available for client
inspection. We can also provide regular internal penetration testing reports on request. We run penetration
tests internally using a licensed, online tool, Detectify, and supplement this with further penetration testing
conducted by an independent security consultancy. This ensures ongoing, high levels of integrity with our
application security.
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